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What makes Confessions so great are the tracks that could never have surfaced alone. They did not seem likely to hold up alongside Ushers best work, but none of the songs are throwaways, and each add something to the album. While Burn was a solid
springboard, its followup, Lil Jon’s Get Over You, is a dead ringer for a favorite melodic element of The Emancipation of Mimis ‘Send it On’, the same cadence that closes I Cry. The soulful Foolish, the welcoming We Need Love, the Brit-tinged Bye Bye,
and the glorious One in a Million add levity and much needed bright spots to an album that otherwise bears the shadows of a great but failed relationship. The sound is pheromone-rich and majestic, but all of Ushers best songs are held up against a

piano as if to say, can he do this without trap drums? Four of the albums 12 songs clock in at just under four minutes, and most are very short. But Lurvas official length is 5:14, and that long intro overpowers its fizzy funkiness, making it seem like an
afterthought. Ushers presence in the song is as crisp as his vocals. He is surrounded by prominent horns, and he and the studio engineer try to emulate the ambient fuzz of a live show by feeding his voice into the inside of the horn where reverb is, and

Usher and his engineer give the signal to blast the bus off. Almost three minutes in, Usher has created something no one expected: a song dominated by choppy drums and a loud, funky solo, which apparently no one had ever put together. If
Confessions is Usher going for something similar to the Jack and Diane playbook, then the other half of Confessions is his own Jack and Diane. The most obvious case is Burn, but Bye Bye is a bit of Jack and Diane for the bedroom. Rather than the

quintessential girl-meets-boy story, Usher and Foster have sex, then they play the date game by talking through their separate reactions to being together. Its like theyre trying to figure out who wants what.
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I admit I enjoyed the ghostwriting on Confessions. It was fun to watch Usher walk in and tell a story
about how he was a particular subject in an autobiographical song. Not to knock songs like My Way --

they do feature some very good singing -- but it was a very cold write. Usually when you hear
someone say Im a writer, you get the impression theyve written a play or book or screenplays. Usher

writes songs. There was an audience to please, and he tried to stick to the classic intro, chorus,
verse, bridge, hook formula, but by the fourth song of the album, he had gotten a little too

comfortable with this writing format. On Confessions, Usher writes about love, infidelity, family,
friendship, and other weighty subjects. Its not all talk, though. No matter how much he sings about

the complexities of relationships, he also does plenty of storytelling, which he does better than
anyone. Most artists would have been intimidated at the prospect of telling a 2,000-word personal
story to an audience. But Usher is as comfortable in front of a crowd as he is in front of the mirror,
and he wants to know his fans more than they know him. Confessions might have been a success if

he had pursued the concept of autonomy or even told the best part first. According to Prather, Usher
may plan on using the "Shady" music video to take the artist back to his roots. Prather says this film
is the reason Usher is signed. Prather also says that there will be more than 70 music videos for all of

the singles from Confessions. In my opinion there's no reason why Usher can't still be the hero he
once was and deliver the goods. The critics will probably have a field day with the new stuff, but if it

has substance and is executed well, it should sell well, said A&R rep Kurt Wimmer. 5ec8ef588b
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